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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE #1: Welcome parents and introduce yourself.  The RTG wears many hats to support the needs of highly able students:“During the first part of tonight’s presentation I will focus on the collaborative role of the RTG at _________________ Elementary School, with particular emphasis on the instructional component. During the second part of tonight’s presentation I will describe Gifted Services in the Arlington Public Schools and the RTG’s  role in supporting its implementation.Those of you who are familiar with Gifted Services in Arlington, may choose to leave for the second half of the meeting.”



COLLABORATION  

FOR  

EFFECTIVE DIFFERENTIATION 

Classroom  

Teacher 

Resource Teacher for 
Gifted 

Student 

RTG and Classroom 
Teacher work together  
to design and implement  
appropriate instruction  
for identified gifted 
students. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE #2. “In Arlington schools, the Resource Teachers for Gifted collaborate with classroom teachers and students in order to provide differentiated instruction.  Student growth is the focus of this collaborative effort. You can see here that classroom teachers, RTGs, and students collaborate and interact in a variety of combinations.”



PROFESSIONAL 
RESPONSIBILITIES 

INSTRUCTION 

PLANNING AND 
PREPARATION 

CLASSROOM 
ENVIRONMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE #4. “This graphic shows that collaboration may occur in four different domains: Planning and Preparation, Classroom Environment, Professional Responsibilities, and Instruction.  A collaborative effort in any of these areas can enhance student growth. ”



EXAMPLES 

What does 
collaboration 

for 
differentiation 

look like? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE #5: “Tonight, I want to give you some examples of collaboration that may occur in an Arlington elementary school to differentiate instruction for gifted learners.”



PLANNING AND    
 PREPARATION 

Classroom Teacher: 
Three students received a 

95% or greater on   
pre-assessment for 

upcoming unit    
 

RTG: 
Provides extension 

materials 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE #6: “First, let’s look at an example of collaboration in the Planning and Preparation Domain.  Here, a classroom teacher gave a pre-assessment to find out what students already knew before beginning a new unit.  The teacher found that three students had already mastered 95% of the curriculum for the upcoming unit, showing readiness for differentiated instruction to keep them challenged. 	The RTG can collaborate with the classroom teacher to provide extension materials for these students.  These materials may include more advanced assignments about the same unit topic, independent studies, or project-based activities for the classroom teacher to use with the students during the unit.”



PLANNING AND 
PREPARATION---continued 

Classroom Teacher: 
Students demonstrate  
interest in variety of  
history topics 
 
RTG: 
Utilizes interest survey to  
group students and supports 
research 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE #7 “Here is another example of collaboration in the Planning and Preparation Domain.  A classroom teacher notices that the students have shown interest in varying history topics.  	The RTG can collaborate with the classroom teacher to utilize an interest survey.  Then, the teachers can work together to use that data to group students to do assignments or research projects related to those interests.  This is an example of interest-based differentiation.”



Classroom Teacher:  
Students curious about  
how to direct their own 
learning  
 
RTG:  
Uses Theory of   
Multiple Intelligences  
to enhance student 
achievement  

Classroom Environment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE #8:  “Next is an example of collaboration in the Classroom Environment Domain.  Here, a classroom teacher notices that her students are curious about how to direct their own learning and understand their strengths.  	The RTG can use resources about the Theory of Multiple Intelligences to teach students to recognize their own strengths and learning styles.  The classroom teacher and RTG can then collaborate to design lessons and assignments to match students’ learning styles.”



RTG: 
Plans and 
implements 
workshop on  
creative and critical  
thinking strategies 

Professional 
 Responsibilities 

Classroom Teacher 
Interested in encouraging 
students to use higher  
level thinking 
  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE #9: “Next is an example of collaboration in the Professional Responsibility Domain. When a classroom teacher shows interest in encouraging her students to use higher-level thinking, the RTG can provide a staff workshop or book study.  The RTG has access to many resources about critical and creative thinking that classroom teachers can use as strategies with their students.”



Instruction  

 

OPTIONS: 
• Lead Instructor/Support Instructor 

• Observation/Teacher Modeling 

• Task Specific 

• Stations 

• Parallel 

• Pull-out 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Our last Domain is for Instruction.  As you can see on your collaboration card, there are six different options for models of collaborative instruction.”OPTIONAL: (Read descriptors below)“First is the Lead Instructor/Support Instructor model.  Here, either the RTG or classroom teacher takes the lead role during a lesson, while the other teacher provides assistance.”“Second is the Observation/Teacher Modeling model.  Both the RTG and classroom teacher are present for a lesson. While one teacher leads the lesson and demonstrates a new instructional strategy, the other teacher observes and reflects, or analyzes student achievement.”“Third is the Task Specific model.  The classroom teacher and RTG present a lesson together to the whole class, but each teacher is responsible for a different part of the lesson.”“Next is the Stations model.  The classroom teacher and RTG provide lessons about different topics at multiple levels of difficulty. Students are grouped according to their pre-assessment level and rotate between the two teachers.”“Next is the Parallel model.  When the classroom teacher and RTG parallel teach, they present separate lessons with separate groups of students in the same classroom space.  Students are grouped according to pre-assessment levels.”“Last is the Pull-Out model.  Here, one teacher works with a small group of students in a separate location, while the other teacher instructs the rest of the class.”ES: To help us think about these six different models, we’re going to apply the models to six different classroom scenarios.  On your table, you have cards labeled with each of the six models.  After I show you a scenario, your group will have a few minutes to discuss which model you think is being described.  Be ready to have one group member hold up the appropriate card for discussion. 



Which model did the RTG use? 
 

Acitvity… 



SCENARIO: 
 

The identified gifted fourth graders show a 
need for differentiated instruction in math.  
 
RESPONSE: 
 

The RTG instructs these students using 
Hands on Equations, a pre-algebra unit 
using manipulatives, in the regular 
classroom during math. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE #11. Read the scenario. Click to show RTG’s response.  Ask, “Which model did the RTG use?” Give parent groups time to make a choice. After a couple of minutes, ask each group to hold up the appropriate card.  Initiate discussion. If all groups answer the same thing, ask parents to share reasons for that choice.If groups display different models as answers, ask parents to share reasons for those choices. (Click to show answer: Parallel Model)Explain that teachers often choose to use different models in the same situations depending on student needs, student behaviors, or available resources. The shown response is just one choice.



SCENARIO: 

Teacher asks for end-of-unit lesson following study 
of ancient China and Egypt to challenge all students 
beyond the curriculum. 
 

RESPONSE: 

RTG asks students to prioritize contributions from 
these ancient civilizations and predict which current 
innovations will have lasting impact on future 
cultures. 

     

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE #12. Read the scenario. Click to show RTG’s response.  Ask, “Which model did the RTG use?” Give parent groups time to make a choice. After a couple of minutes, ask each group to hold up the appropriate card.  Initiate discussion. (Click to show answer: Lead Instructor/Support Instructor Model)



SCENARIO: 
 

RTG offers to introduce de Bono’s Thinking Hats, 
a thinking strategy that can be linked to any 
content area. 
 
RESPONSE: 
 

RTG teaches the lesson using science SOLs on 
animals as the content. The classroom teacher 
and RTG debrief, discussing how the teacher can 
apply the strategy using different content. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE #13. Read the scenario. Click to show RTG’s response.  Ask, “Which model did the RTG use?” Give parent groups time to make a choice. After a couple of minutes, ask each group to hold up the appropriate card.  Initiate discussion. (Click to show answer: Observation/Teacher Modeling)



SCENARIO: 
 

A teacher’s pre-assessment indicates that students 
in her/his classroom are at different levels of 
understanding patterns in math. 
 
RESPONSE: 
 

Teachers jointly develop lessons. In the classroom, 
one teacher teaches lessons with multiple levels of 
difficulty on growing patterns, while the other 
teaches lessons on repeating patterns. Students 
engage with both teachers at their level. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE #14. Read the scenario. Click to show RTG’s response.  Ask, “Which model did the RTG use?” Give parent groups time to make a choice. After a couple of minutes, ask each group to hold up the appropriate card.  Initiate discussion. (Click to show answer: Stations Model)



SCENARIO: 
 

The identified gifted third graders show a need 
for differentiated instruction in math.  
 
RESPONSE: 
 

The RTG takes these students to her classroom 
and instructs them using the University of CT M3  

unit, “Digging for Data”. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE #15. Read the scenario. Click to show RTG’s response.  Ask, “Which model did the RTG use?” Give parent groups time to make a choice. After a couple of minutes, ask each group to hold up the appropriate card.  Initiate discussion. (Click to show answer: Pull-out Model)



SCENARIO: 
 

The RTG and classroom teacher choose a novel for 
the whole reading class that relates to curriculum 
content. 
 
RESPONSE: 
 
The RTG introduces the genre. Throughout the 
unit, the RTG presents lessons on characterization 
to the whole class. The classroom teacher 
manages literature circles and presents lessons on 
plot development to the whole class. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE #16. Read the scenario. Click to show RTG’s response.  Ask, “Which model did the RTG use?” Give parent groups time to make a choice. After a couple of minutes, ask each group to hold up the appropriate card.  Initiate discussion. (Click to show answer: Task Specific)Ask parents if they have any questions about what has been shared so far about collaboration. Discuss questions, as time allows.“For the second portion of our evening, I’m going to discuss how Gifted Services work in Arlington Public Schools.  We’ll touch on the Identification Process and types of services that are offered, and the RTG’s  role in supporting their implementation.“Those of you who would like to leave may do so.”Begin second half of presentation.



       2011-2012 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“For the second portion of our evening, I’m going to discuss how Gifted Services work in Arlington Public Schools.  We’ll touch on the Identification Process and types of services that are offered, and the RTG’s  role in supporting their implementation.“Those of you who would like to leave may do so.”



The Virginia Plan for the Gifted:  
Definition of a Gifted Student 

 “These students possess talents and 
abilities that differ from those of their 
peers to such a degree that differentiated 
educational programs should be provided 
to nurture their growth and 
development.” 

 
 “The identification of these students is 

based on the premise that they need and 
can benefit from specifically planned 
educational services different from those 
provided by the general educational 
experience.” 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RTG:These are the requirements by Virginia regulations for what we are to do to support gifted students.We follow an identification process.The county offers training to teachers in how to differentiateWe provide services through the regular classroom so that we can continuously monitor student learning to meet the students needsIt also outlines that the education for the gifted to be differentiated. In Arlington, we work in a structure of servicing the gifted child in the regular classroom.  Classroom K-5 teachers, reading teachers, art and music teachers are required to have the training.  MS & HS  – All Core and Arts Teachers are required trainingMany of the teachers at our school have this training and work regularly with their students to meet and challenge students appropriately.  Services for gifted students are not delivered solely through my work as a resource teacher for the gifted because the students primary educator is his/her classroom teacher.



APS is in compliance with  
Virginia Regulations: 

 Identify students 
who require gifted 
services 
 
 

 Establish continuous 
educational services 
to match the needs 
of gifted learners 

 Train teachers in 
ways to provide 
services  
 

 Support 
differentiated 
instruction to meet 
the needs of gifted 
students 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RTG:These four areas are specified as requirements within all Virginia school divisions.  (point to slide on screen)We in Arlington are in compliance with the regulations in that we are certain to identify students train teachers and provide services and instruction to our gifted students.



Gifted Services Eligibility and  
Identification Process 

 Virginia regulations 
require that school 
divisions develop a 
process for determining 
whether students are 
eligible for gifted services 
 

 An identification process 
determines a student’s 
eligibility 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RTG:Within the regulations - we have designed a way to determine which students are eligible for identification.  The identification process determines a student’s eligibility to receive gifted services within the regular classroom.



Areas of  
Gifted Services Identification 

 Specific Academic 
Aptitude, K-12 
 
 English 
 Mathematics 
 Science 
 Social Studies 

 

 Visual or Performing 
Arts, Grades 3-12 
 
 Visual Art 
 Vocal Music 
 Instrumental Music   

(instruments taught 
in APS) 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RTG:We identify students for services in the areas in which we teach –Clarify that we begin identification for academics in kindergarten.  Formal identification for the arts begins in grade 3.Read from the slide



Screening for Gifted Services 
 Each year, the total 

population is screened 
by school staff to create 
a pool of eligible 
candidates based on 
students’ participation 
and performance in 
various academic and 
arts activities.  
 

 Screening is formal 
– review of test 
scores following 
standardized testing. 
 

 Screening is informal 
– competitions, 
awards, honors, 
student participation 
in school events. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RTG:The first step is screening – The RTG and staff at the school look at the total population to screen students who may be appropriate for REFERRAL to the Eligibility Process . . .  (read from slide)



Referrals for Gifted Services 
 Students may be referred for 

services by their classroom 
teacher, school personnel, 
parents/guardians, community 
leaders, and self or other students 
until April 1st for the current 
school year. 

 An Appeals Process is available to 
families following the eligibility 
process.  Appeals begin at the 
school level with the principal.  
Second level of appeals is a 
county-wide Gifted Services 
Administrative Appeals 
Committee. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RTG;Referrals can come from the general screening at the school level from the RTG or other teaching staff –But referrals can also come from parent/guardians, community leaders (example – clergy), or students.Referrals are taken until April 1 for the current school year – as the process is school-based and requires a collection of data from the current school year.Any referrals that come in after the April 1 deadline are held until the next school year and the process begins in SeptemberFollowing an eligibility process appeals can be made –Appeals take two levels – first to the school with the building principal and then to a county-wide Gifted Services Administrative Appeals Committee.



Eligibility Criteria -  
Gifted Services in Specific Academic Areas 

 Standardized Testing 
Information 
 

 Teacher Checklist: 
Observations of 
Academic Behaviors 

 

 Grades/Academic 
Performance 
 

 Student Products 
 

 Parent Information 
 Grade 6-12 Student 

Self Assessment 
 
 
 

Xckf
hf  
ahj 

xxxx 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RTG:We utilize multi-criteria for the identification of students as required by state regulations. We have five criteria at the elementary level and six  at the secondary level.  The difference between the two levels is the student self-assessment.  This is important for secondary students – especially high school students who can articulate their goals and aspirations.Read from the slide.These elements are collected and looked as a student profile by a committee.  Materials for the identification process are collected over the course of school year and reflect student work from that school year only. ELEMENTARY NOTE ESPECIALLY - The work samples are products produced at school and within the current school year.The identification process is finalized in the spring for K-4, 6-7, 9-11 and by the end of the first semester for grades 5 & 8.



Eligibility Criteria -  
Visual Art or Vocal/Instrumental Music 
Areas, Grades 3 - 12 

 Art and Music 
Teacher Referral: 
Observations of 
Artistic Behaviors 

 
 Student Products 
 Grade 6-12 Student 

Self Assessment 
 
 

 Grades/Artistic 
Performance 
 

 Parent Information 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RTG:We utilize multi-criteria for the identification of students in the arts areas as well.  Read from the slide.Again, these elements are collected and looked as a holistic profile by a committee.  Materials for the identification process are collected over the course of school year.  



Gifted Services Identification  
leads to: 

 Teacher awareness of student’s abilities and 
understanding of student’s instructional needs 

 Cluster grouping according to student’s 
achievement in identified area(s) 

 RTG availability to support student’s 
performance and educational program 

 Opportunity to audition for/participate in arts 
opportunities: Grades 4-8 county-level; Grades 
10-12 county and state level 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The purpose of identifying a student for services is to provide for the following:Read from the slide.



Sample Elementary  
Gifted Services Activities 
 Thematic Instruction 
 Interdisciplinary 

Instruction 
 Creative/Critical 

Thinking Skills 
• De Bono’s Hats 
• Plus-Minus-

Interesting (PMI) 
• S.C.A.M.P.E.R.  
• Fluency, Flexibility, 

Originality, and 
Elaboration (FFOE) 

 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE NEEDS TO BE CUSTOMIZED TO HOW YOU SUPPORT YOUR SCHOOL – SHOW ONLY YOUR LEVEL – DO NOT SHOW OTHER LEVELSTHIS IS A PLACE WHERE YOU WILL WANT TO PERSONALIZE THE SLIDE TO REFLECT WHAT YOU DO AT YOUR SCHOOL.  You are encouraged to add in slides that demonstrate specific things you do at your school. This is also the place where you would highlight other programs or have students or teachers share work.  This should be as school specific as possible.HIGHLIGHT THE GOOD THINGS AT YOUR SCHOOL.YOUWILL WANT TO DROP THE GRADE LEVEL EXAMPLES THAT ARE NOT RELEVANT FOR YOUR SCHOOL .  IF YOU ARE AN ES RTG YOU WILL NOT USE THE MS OR HS SLIDE, ETC.



Classroom Teacher’s Role in 
Differentiation for Gifted 

 Collaborate with the 
RTG to provide 
differentiated 
curriculum, extension 
opportunities, and 
supplemental 
curriculum resources 
 

 Plan units and lessons 
to meet the learning 
needs of students 
eligible for gifted 
services 

 
 Coordinate 

instructional needs of 
all learners in the 
classroom 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RTG:In APS, the RTG supports the classroom teacher in what we call the Collaborative Instructional Model.USE THIS TIME TO REFER BACK TO THE COLLABORATION CARD PRESENTED IN THE INCLUDED MATERIALS.RTG:Within the APS Strategic Plan, Goal 3 is Responsive Education: prepare each student to success in a diverse, changing world through instruction and other school experiences responsive to each student’s talents, interest, and challenges. The classroom teacher has the primary responsibility of challenging students in the regular classroom.  The teacher is encouraged to work with me for support in being responsive – for example – the sample lesson we did earlier allowed us to be responsive to student interests.- read from the slide  …



RTG’s Role in  
Differentiation for Gifted 

 Support the Classroom Teacher: 
 collaboratively plan units/lessons that 

differentiate content, process, and 
product 

 provide student enrichment support 
and supplemental resources to 
teachers 

 model and train teachers in 
instructional strategies appropriate for 
highly able/gifted learners  

 inform about gifted education training 
opportunities 

 facilitate the identification process 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My role is to support the classroom teacher.  I do that by  …READ FROM SLIDEFEEL FREE TO ADD VERBALLY ITEMS THAT RELATE TO YOUR GRADE LEVEL – IF YOU DIDN’T GET TO THIS IN YOUR CUSTOMIZED PART OF THE POWERPOINTHIGH SCHOOL RTGS IN PARTICULAR MAY WANT TO EMPHASIZE THE WORK YOU DO WITH INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS FOR SUMMER PROGRAMS, CONTESTS, COLLEGE PREP, AND SPECIALIZED COHORT PROGRAMS AT YOUR SCHOOLS.



Principal’s Role in  
Differentiation for Gifted 

 Support collaboration of classroom 
teachers and RTG to meet student 
needs 

 Provide opportunities for staff 
development and training in 
differentiation for advanced learners 

 Evaluate staff on evidence of effective 
differentiation 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The classroom teacher and I work together with the support of our Principal and administrative team.  Our principal may . . .Read from slide.



Role of Parent – Supporting 
Differentiation for Student 
 Educate yourself about your child’s needs: 

 Parent Resource Center Materials - 703-228-7239 
 www.nagc.org    or   www.vagifted.org  or   

www.sengifted.org 
 

 Support your child’s interest to pursue social and 
cultural opportunities within and beyond his/her 
strength area(s) 

 
 Maintain communication with your child’s 

classroom teacher, RTG, and counselor to monitor 
social and academic progress 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You may ask yourself as a parent of a gifted child what you can do for your highly able child…Read from slide 

http://www.nagc.org/
http://www.vagifted.org/
http://www.sengifted.org/


Further Information 
APS Gifted Services 
 Visit the Arlington Public Schools Web Site 

 www.apsva.us  
 Click on Curriculum and Instruction 
 Click on Programs 
 Click on Gifted Services 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

www.apsva.us/giftedservices 

  
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More detailed information about APS gifted services can be viewed and researched on the county web pagesNext slide for your contact info

http://www.apsva.us/
http://www.apsva.us/giftedservices


Questions and Exit Cards 
 General questions that relate to Gifted Services. 
 
 Exit Cards: On each table, you will find index cards that can be 

used if you have a specific question about your child.   
 Please write the question, your name/your student’s name, your 

phone number, and the best time for me to contact you.   
 I will call you in order to address your specific questions. 

 
 Voice mail: 

 703-228-7670 Ext 97424 
 

 Email: 
 dawn.ramsay@apsva.us 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
THIS IS WHEN YOU WILL DISTRIBUTE YOUR SCHOOL BROCHURE IF YOU HAVE ONE:OPTIONAL: RTG says, “This brings us to the end of our evening.  I would like to take this time to answer some general questions (while I distribute a brochure to you). “ 25.  Take general questions. Distribute index cards on which parents can write specific questions about individual students. Explain parents may also email you with questions and should indicate a good time for you to call them. 
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